F
lip through ten pages of this issue of Nature, and your eyes will be drawn to headlines and images. In our information-thick, data-supported world, optimal representation is key. Yet many scientists lack the tools and training to create great data visualization -to digitally parse data in many dimensions, revealing patterns and relationships in phenomena ranging from patent citations to the evolution of great scientific discoveries.
Guidance is on offer from books such as Edward Tufte's Envisioning Information (Graphics Press, 1990) and Stephen Few's Show Me the Numbers (Analytics Press, 2004) . In recent years, Nature Methods' Points of View column by Bang Wong, Martin Kryzwinski and invited co-authors has tested design rules on real data sets (see go.nature.com/3scjfr). Now, in Atlas of Knowledge, information scientist Katy Börner aims to bring much of this together. As the second book in a series of three, it follows Atlas of Science (MIT Press, 2010) Giroux (2015) In this follow-up to his Shop Class as Soulcraft (Penguin, 2009), philosopher-mechanic Matthew Crawford looks at the toll that the assault of constant advertisements, mobile-phone calls and more are having on our collective psyche. The resulting fragmentation and dissociation are well documented. Crawford's solutionscreating an "ethics of attention" and reclaiming "the real" through, for instance, craft -are pragmatic, but the rather belaboured philosophical overlay sometimes wars with his message.
Beyond: Our Future in Space
Chris Impey W. W. norton (2015) Does navigating a pure vacuum while "strapped to a barely controlled chemical explosion" appeal? Yes -to a select proportion of us, notes astronomer Chris Impey in this bold, elegant and engaging exploration of space travel past, present and future. Impey ranges widely, over a variant of the dopamine-controlling gene DRD4 that may encourage astronauts to seek novelty; the work of visionaries such as rocket scientist Konstantin Tsiolkovsky; the trajectories of national space programmes; advances in robotics and exoplanet discoveries; the potential for extraterrestrial life; and far beyond.
The Archaeology of Sanitation in Roman Italy: Toilets, Sewers, and Water Systems Ann Olga Koloski-Ostrow univ. north Carolina preSS (2015) From aqueducts to amphitheatres, ancient Rome was a hotbed of engineering. That ingenuity percolated downwards too, as classicist Ann Olga Koloski-Ostrow shows in this uneven yet enlightening treatise on sanitation in Roman Italy in the first centuries BC and ad. Homing in on Herculaneum, Ostia, Pompeii and Rome, she explores sanitation design, concepts of hygiene and the role of scatology in the literature and public-toilet graffiti of the time. Barbara Kiser However, you will need to go to the Places & Spaces website to fully appreciate the complexity and interactivity of many of the twenty-first-century digital visualizations. For example, in print it is hard to locate the bacterium Streptococcus pneumoniae on the 2006 'Tree of Life' map by Peer Bork and his colleagues, which shows 191 species with fully sequenced genomes. Moreover, the wealth of examples and illustrations in Börner's book is sometimes a bit too rich. With fewer images, it would have been possible to lead readers into the details, allowing us to see what is at stake without running back and forth between book and screen.
Atlas of Knowledge places itself in a long line of resources on data visualization. The focus is less on how-to than it was in, say, Felice Frankel and Angela DePace's Visual Strategies (Yale Univ. Press, 2012) 
